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Focus on Customer Service
Instead of Order Entry
Revere Electric Supply 

Revere Electric Supply is a fourth generation electrical and 
automation distributor based out of Chicago. With eight 
locations across the Midwest, Revere Electric serves original 
equipment manufacturers, repair operations, system 
integrators, contractors, and government agencies. Beyond 
providing quality parts, they focus on helping customers to 
create e�iciencies, increase productivity, and maximize 
profitability.

Keen to harness their own e�iciencies, Revere Electric had 
embraced Epicor® Eclipse™ to manage internal resources, which 
had created noticeable improvements in inventory 
management, warehousing, and reporting. However their large 
customer base and even larger range of products emphasized 
the need to optimize order processing. Orders were received via 
EDI and web eCommerce, as well as traditionally via email, fax, 
and phone. While each method presented its own challenges, it 
was evident they needed to reduce the heavy reliance on 
manual entry. 

Accelerated order cycle time

Eliminated costly returns and rush orders

Saved 95% of time spent entering orders

Created more time for customer service

Key Results

Background

Larger customers preferred EDI as long as they had su�icient 
resources to employ EDI sta� to enable integration with their 
existing systems. Due to the heavy time and resource 
requirements, it imposed serious limitations on the number of 
implementations available. On the other hand, web eCommerce 
proved much easier to use and therefore more popular. 
Unfortunately, regular customers who placed large, frequent 
orders with part numbers already loaded into their own 
purchasing systems became dissatisfied with the duplicate 
e�ort required. Orders needed to be entered twice – once in 
their own system to create a purchase order and a second time 
into Revere Electric’s web eCommerce system.

Challenges 

Resource-Intensive EDI

A clear majority of customers preferred to place orders in a 
traditional fashion by email, fax and phone, making order 
processing a a labor-intensive job for the Customer Service 
Agents. “Historically the greatest number of orders were 
handled in the simplest method available – manually. It’s the 
lowest tech, but not necessarily the most e�icient. When faced 
with a large number of standardized orders having a higher 
volume of line items, as we do with many of our customers, it’s 
not always the best use of our most valuable asset – our 
employees,” said Mike Prepelica, VP of Information Technology.

Time-Intensive Low Tech Solutions



Revere Electric decided to launch Sales Order Automation by 
Conexiom® with a select group of high value customers. Initially, 
they selected 30 customers for the pilot program. Conexiom was 
the ideal solution because it captures and transforms 
computer-generated purchase orders received from customers 
into electronic sales orders in their Eclipse ERP automatically. 
By mapping customer orders directly to their ERP, it solved the 
problem of dual entry, as well as order accuracy. 

The Solution

Revere Electric needed a solution that would streamline order 
processing to better serve its customers. They wanted to 
automate the order process, especially for those regular 
customers with long, standardized orders. If successful, it would 
e�ectively reduce order cycle time and help customers to 
receive their orders faster. A secondary objective was to reduce 
the number of errors occurring during the order entry process. 

Processing orders faster means reducing the expense involved 
in order processing by saving employee labor. In today’s world 
where time equals money, it’s created an unexpected benefit of 
substantial cost savings. “Before Conexiom, Customer Service 
would receive a 90+ line item order that took 20-30 minutes to 
enter, while juggling other priorities. Now we receive the order 
back in 10 minutes and not only did we save time by avoiding 
manual entry, but we gained an extra 20-30 minutes to spend on 
other tasks. It’s a true success,” exclaimed Dave Christo�el, 
Customer Service Supervisor

Reclaim 30 Minutes Per Order

The order entry process can be dissected into the physical entry 
process and the follow-up activities that ensue, such as 
confirming the order and verifying pricing. “With regard to the 
physical entry portion, we’ve saved an average of 80% of our 
time with Conexiom. On complex accounts with larger orders or 
nonregular orders, we still need to manipulate the order to a 
degree, but we’re seeing up to 95% time savings there!” 
described Christo�el. 

Save 95% of Our Time

“Before Conexiom, Customer Service would receive a 
90+ line item order that took 20-30 minutes to enter, 
while juggling other priorities. Now we receive the 
order back in 10 minutes and not only did we save 
time by avoiding manual entry, but we gained an 
extra 20-30 minutes to spend on other tasks. It’s a true 
success.”

- Dave Christo�el, Customer Service Supervisor 
at Revere Electric

Now orders received by email, online, or via EDI are instantly 
converted to sales orders without requiring any changes to 
existing business practices. Implementation was quick and easy 
for both Revere Electric and their customers. “Our customers 
were unaware that we began using a system to automatically 
process their orders. What they do know is that we’re providing 
faster, more accurate service,” shared Prepelica. Automation 
has also eliminated entry errors by ensuring 100% data 
accuracy, reducing costly returns and rush orders. 

Benefits

Faster, More Accurate Service



866-860-3388          info@conexiom.com

About Conexiom

For more information visit www.conexiom.com

Conexiom is a cloud-based sales order automation solution that eliminates manual order processing. 
Manufacturers and distributors across the globe, such as Grainger, Genpak, Prysmian, Rexnord, USESI, 
and Compugen, trust Conexiom to deliver touchless order processing with 100% data accuracy to 
eliminate unnecessary cost and resource burdens, and to redeploy human capital to provide the 
highest levels of customer service. Conexiom is based in Vancouver, BC, and has o�ices in Kitchener, 
ON, London, England and Chicago, IL.

Conexiom was such a success that Revere doubled the number 
of customers enrolled in Conexiom quickly and has plans for 
continued growth. Today, Conexiom processes over 4,000 order 
lines exceeding $1.2 million in revenue each month. The 
impressive results demonstrate the true business value of 
Conexiom, as well as its ability to pay for itself with just a few 
high value customers. “We are extremely satisfied with 
Conexiom. We got exactly what we wanted out of it. We’ve 
streamlined order processing for our high value customers 
where we have their pricing set-up in our system for everything 
they order,” concluded Prepelica. 

Future Growth

Since installing Conexiom, Revere Electric spends less time 
processing orders and has found a new way to harness sta� 
potential. “Our order entry processing has been accelerated so 
much that we have free time. Instead of entering repetitive 
orders, our internal resources have been reallocated to more 
productive, higher value tasks. We’ve refocused sta� on more 
intensive orders to better serve other customers that need extra 
hand-holding. We’ve improved customer satisfaction around 
cycle times, general customer service, and created happier 
employees—as they can now spend their time more e�ectively,” 
described Prepelica.

Repurpose Customer Service Sta�


